
Quote of the Day:

“Our campaign has been denied access to observe any 

counting in Detroit.”

Donald Trump, on November 5



1st papers returned tomorrow, 2nd papers due next 

Wednesday, November 18

1st paper:  25%

2nd paper:  15%

3rd paper:  45%

discussion questions:  15%

Today’s class—addition to the syllabus, ties together 

many themes of the course



Some of what I say today (and any other day) could be 

wrong

Please ask questions—I’d be glad to talk about 

whatever you’re interested in regarding where the 

election stands as of now



https://www.journalism.org/2014/10/21/political-

polarization-media-habits/

https://www.journalism.org/2020/01/24/u-s-media-

polarization-and-the-2020-election-a-nation-divided/

Add differences in social media exposure to those 

differences for trust and consumption of commercial 

media

https://www.journalism.org/2014/10/21/political-polarization-media-habits/
https://www.journalism.org/2020/01/24/u-s-media-polarization-and-the-2020-election-a-nation-divided/


https://www.predictit.org/

How Donald Trump could win:  some combination of 

recounts, court rulings, Republican legislatures 

appointing new slates of electors, and nobody getting 

an Electoral College majority—thereby pushing the 

decision to the House of Representatives

https://www.predictit.org/


Mail/absentee ballot rules in different states:

https://www.vote.org/

Other rules around pre-processing and curing of 

mail/absentee ballots

https://www.vote.org/


These differences were guaranteed to produce a “blue 

shift” as votes got counted.

Donald Trump signaled months ago that he would call 

late-counted votes fraudulent. 



Election night:  close in Electoral votes, perhaps a slight 

edge for Biden, assuming a victory in Arizona (called by 

Fox News but not other media outlets)





Notice the Twitter warning labels



From Mark’s Facebook network:



Answers to my friend’s question in the comments:

“Those are only districts with 100% tally”

“Bc they're effing cheating and ruining our whole election 

process!”

“8:14pm.... Still a significant lead for Trump. 5.5+%!!!”

“Cause it is all crooked.”

“I wish I understood this”

“This is the current vote tally. Your numbers are from 

precincts that have been 100% counted.”

“The AP is extremely biased. All the media is   ”

.



.

https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/factcheck/2020/1

1/04/fact-check-typo-led-false-post-michigan-votes-

biden/6164385002/

https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/factcheck/2020/11/04/fact-check-typo-led-false-post-michigan-votes-biden/6164385002/


.

“Our campaign has been denied access to observe any 

counting in Detroit.”

Donald Trump, on November 5

https://www.politifact.com/article/2020/nov/06/fact-

checking-falsehoods-trumps-nov-5-election-rem/

https://www.politifact.com/article/2020/nov/06/fact-checking-falsehoods-trumps-nov-5-election-rem/


https://www.cnn.com/2020/11/08/tech/michigan-dead-

voter-fact-debunking/index.html

https://twitter.com/fleccas/status/1324220539326603265

https://www.cnn.com/2020/11/08/tech/michigan-dead-voter-fact-debunking/index.html
https://twitter.com/fleccas/status/1324220539326603265




https://www.snopes.com/fact-check/wisconsin-more-

votes-than-voters/

https://www.snopes.com/fact-check/wisconsin-more-votes-than-voters/






The original misinformation in all of these cases 

spread far more widely than the subsequent 

corrections.  It’s not hard to see how someone living 

in a pro-Trump bubble could think the election has 

been stolen.

Meanwhile, progressives have their own bubbles on 

other subjects.  Nobody is immune to the ways in 

which tribalism undermines critical thinking and 

impedes the search for truth.



Beyond the matters addressed on the previous 

slides, could there have been fraud in one or more 

states on a scale to affect the results?  Sure, but we 

need evidence of it—not just allegations.

Meanwhile, there are claims about whether votes 

were counted that should not have been, most 

importantly ballots arriving up to three days after the 

election in Pennsylvania.



https://constitutioncenter.org/interactive-

constitution/full-text

https://constitutioncenter.org/interactive-constitution/full-text


https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ubm3L5Hrris&ab_

channel=DonaldJTrump

Smith:  Trump’s case involving late-arriving votes in 

Pennsylvania is most likely to succeed, with Amy Coney 

Barrett casting the tie-breaking vote in the Supreme 

Court.  However, Trump doesn’t have to win any court 

challenges to win the election.  He just needs to stir up 

enough controversy so that Republican legislatures in 

some combination of the decisive states appoint new 

slates of electors and send the election to the House of 

Representatives.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ubm3L5Hrris&ab_channel=DonaldJTrump

